
Lecture 6: Gross-Piteavskii 
Equation



Quadrapole mode

Slice through the middle: !
!
interference appears with 2 BECs (solid line) !
!
not with single BEC (dashed line)!
!
Each BEC has a definite number of particles 
hence indefinite phase: !
why is there interference? !
!
We do not know which BEC the atom being 
imaged came from => detection scheme 
makes relative particle number indefinite
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Wave function of  a “quantized vortex”
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Quantized Vortices
Abo-Shaeer et al, Science 292, 476 (2001)!
!
Superfluid was stirred by blue-detuned !
laser beams — appearance of quantized 
vortices!
!
stir, equilibrate, TOF imaging



Phase of  quantized vortex

Ketterle website!
Inouye et al, PRL 87, 080402 (2001)
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Sakharov modes
 Worked on cosmic rays!
 Assigned to work on H-bomb (to get a flat)!
 One of the central architects of the Soviet bomb!
 Cosmology of the early universe!

 Baryon asymmetry (why more matter than anti-matter)!
 Origin of density fluctuations!

 Activism for human rights !
 Nobel peace prize (1975): "In a convincing manner Sakharov has 
emphasized that Man's inviolable rights provide the only safe 
foundation for genuine and enduring international cooperation.”!
 Placed under “internal exile” in Gorky!
 Rehabilitated by Gorbochev 1986



Sakharov oscillations in quenched superfluid
Hung et al, Science 341, 1213 (2013).!
!

Laser cool Cs atoms in 2D “pancake” trap  !
Quench interaction strength with Feshbach resonance!

Coherent excitation of k and -k modes  
(we just did this for quench from interacting to non-
interacting regime)!

After evolution we see a sonic horizon: !
Oscillations of the structure factor for short wave-
length modes

position

time

sonic cone

short wavelength!
waves can interfere

long wavelength!
waves cannot interfere



Sakharov oscillations early universe vs. UCA


